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SYNOPSIS

ATHENS, PRESENT TIME.
ATHENS, present day: crippled by Greece’s economic crisis, the city faces one of the worst crime waves in Europe.
Gangs of armed men pour into the country to take advantage of the chaos and a series of violent robberies rocks

THIS FILM IS INSPIRED BY THE REAL DIAS MOTORCYCLE SQUAD
THAT PATROLS THE STREETS OF ATHENS SINCE 2010.

Greece to its core. A new police motorbike unit, DIAS, is created by the government. Its specialty is to deploy four
heavily armed officers to any crime scene in under one minute. THEO, a young Athenian who’s just lost his job,
decides to join up. Thrilled by the chase and wanting to make a difference, he is quickly thrown into a whirlwind
of action and violence and becomes a pivotal player for his unit. Yet with each new arrest, the enraged gangs
plan a series of even deadlier crimes that will push Dias to its breaking point, until Dias itself, becomes their target.

JONATHAN ENGLISH DIRECTOR’S Q&A
WHAT IS DIAS ?
Dias is a police motorcycle unit. It began in March 2010 to combat
the crime wave that happened in Greece at that time. It was the
fastest crime wave in Europe, as criminal gangs from ex-war zones
like Chechnya, Georgia and the Balkans moved into Greece to take
advantage of the economic and social disorder.
The gangs, often ex-
paramilitary groups, were armed with
Kalashnikovs and hand grenades and committed a series of violent
bank robberies and burglaries, which the Greek police had not
encountered before. So the Dias unit was created to confront those
crimes head on.
The concept of the unit is to deploy four, heavily armed officers, to
the scene of a crime as fast as possible. Officially, their MO is to
be at the scene of a crime in one minute. Unofficially, some of the
teams told me they try to be there in 30 seconds. They drive very,
very fast.
The Dias unit is also unique in the world in that two officers ride
one motorbike. The officer in front just drives the bike as fast as
possible, while the officer behind carries an MP5 submachine gun
with a double clip. They are also trained to leap off the bike before
it has even stopped.
They drive big machines, Kawasaki, Suzuki, BMW, 500-1,000cc.

They even use the Italian Aprillia race bikes, but as one officer
told me, “They are too fast and there’s almost no back seat. It’s like
riding a bullet!”
The risks to the unit are great. When it first launched it was very
successful in stopping and arresting many criminals, however, there
were also many accidents and casualties on both sides.
WHAT INTERESTED YOU IN THIS SQUAD?
I was in Athens in 2013 working on another project and I saw the
Dias units fly through the city. There was something particularly
dramatic and impressive about these two motorbikes, carrying four
officers, swerving through traffic and heading to a crime. They
were operating differently to the regular police we see in most other
modern cities.
I then had an opportunity to meet some officers in the unit and to
hear about their personal experiences. After that, I was captivated.
This one unit was in a car chase that lasted 45 minutes through the
centre of Athens and also in several gun battles. It was like listening
to a Hollywood action movie, except this was real, and happening
on the streets of Europe. I could hardly believe it.
I met and interviewed the officers many times and, slowly, I also got
to hear about their personal lives and how being in the unit affected
them, their families and loved ones. They were all very stressed,
experiencing difficulties in relationships, with health and money.
They were just young people, living in Athens during a very difficult
period. So I began to see a broader story, not just about the action,

but about four young people, and a city during a time of upheaval
and great change.
DIAS EXPOSES ALSO THE SOCIAL PROBLEMS OF GREEK
SOCIETY: VIOLENCE HAS TAKEN OVER THE STREETS OF
ATHENS AND HAS BECOME COMMONPLACE. WHICH
ATHENS WILL YOU SHOOT?
Athens has always fascinated me. It’s one of the great cities of
Europe, one of the oldest and most famous. It stands on the edge
of the east and the west and has always been a melting pot of
cultures. Even before the crisis, it had a very distinctive look and
energy. It’s loud, congested, and has an atmosphere, of chaos, even
lawlessness at times. Some people would say it’s ugly, but I happen
to think it incredibly dramatic, I love the energy of the streets, the
noise, and to me, it feels terribly cinematic.
This Athens we’ve also never really seen on film before and that’s
something I’m very excited about. The city is a character in the
story, its unique, beautiful and provides an incredible canvas to
shoot against.
BESIDES ALL THE POLITICAL AND SOCIAL CONTENT,
DIAS IS ALSO ABOUT MAKING A TRUE ACTION
MOVIE…
Yes, at its heart, DIAS is an action movie, how could a story about
motorbike cops not be. Filming the bikes driving at high speed
through the streets is one of the key aspects of the film. In a way,

that will be its signature. We’re going to use special camera rigs,
harnesses, and cameras on chase bikes to follow the stuntmen and
really capture unique shots. I want to “put” the audience on the
backseat of those bikes so you can really feel what its like to fly
through the streets at 150kph.
We also have some incredible stunt people involved, including
Evangelos Grecos, who did the last Bond films, Bourne and Fast &
Furious. Also, Slavisa Ivanovic, who did November Man and 3 Days
to Kill. They are going to be creating some very dramatic accidents
and collisions for us. Working with motorbikes is dangerous so
it takes a lot of preparation and planning to insure spectacular
results.
WHAT FILMS DO YOU THINK OF WHEN PREPARING
DIAS?
I’m going to shoot everything in a very realistic way, a little bit
gritty but also quite beautiful. The sunlight is so dramatic there
and it’s unavoidable. I think this adds drama to the image. Strong
contrasts, shadows and highlights, to accentuate the action and
tension. Athens also has a slightly monochromatic palette, a dusty,
bleached out look to the streets and buildings that really lends itself
to the whole mood of the story.
Michael Mann’s HEAT is always in my mind when thinking about
DIAS. The scale and sweep of that story, the way it depicts Los
Angeles, incredibly beautiful and cinematic but also something
unsettling and disturbing under the surface. The film has an operatic

grand tone and yet is also very intimate with its characters.
MAD MAX, both the original and latest installment, are both big
inspirations. The original was a huge influence on my career, its raw,
gritty, pseudo-realism and had astonishing car chase sequences for
the period. I was so inspired by it I asked its DP, David Eggby, to
shoot my film IRONCLAD. He came from Melbourne and I was
honored to work with him. I think I also drove him slightly mad
asking questions about how they shot Mad Max in between every
take.
The recent Mad Max film with Tom Hardy is a good reference for
how modern digital FX can be used, and integrated, with physical
stunts and locations. Something we will also take advantage of, on
DIAS.
Lastly, the Italian film, GOMORRAH, is part of our reference
palette. For its brutal realism, improvised nature of performance
and the frightening quality of its violence. With that level of realism,
combined with the high-speed action, DIAS should be one hell of
a ride!

JONATHAN ENGLISH DIRECTOR’S BIO & FILMO
Jonathan English is a writer, director and producer for film
whose breakthrough came with IRONCLAD in 2011. A hit with
critics and at the box office, it is set in the Thirteenth Century
against the backdrop of the signing of the Magna Carta and
the siege of Rochester castle. It stars Paul Giamatti as King
John, along with a cast of British actors including Brian Cox,
Sir Derek Jacobi, and James Purefoy. Released throughout the
world in 2011, the film received rave reviews, and was named
Empire’s No.1 action movie of 2011. Jonathan wrote and
directed a sequel IRONCLAD 2: BATTLE FOR BLOOD in 2013,
starring Michelle Fairley, Tom Austen, and Danny Webb. Prior
to this he wrote and directed MINOTAUR starring Tom Hardy,
Rutger Hauer and Tony Todd.
As a producer, Jonathan has worked on films such as A
GOOD WOMAN, starring Scarlett Johansson and Helen
Hunt, SWEETWATER starring Ed Harris, EMILE starring Ian
McKellen and THE POET, starring Dougray Scott. In 2012
Jonathan also directed his first stage play in Los Angeles,
AMERICAN BUFFALO by David Mamet, which ran for seven
weeks at Theatre 68.

IRONCLAD : BATTLE FOR BLOOD
(2014)

CAST: ROXANNE MCKEE, MICHELLE FAIRLEY,
DANNY WEBB AND TOM AUSTEN
US & UK DISTRIBUTION: WARNER BROS
AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTION: TRANSMISSION

IRONCLAD
(2011)

CAST: JAMES PUREFOY, BRIAN COX,
PAUL GIAMATTI, KATE MARRA
AND CHARLES DANCE
US DISTRIBUTION: ARC ENTERTAINMENT
UK DISTRIBUTION: WARNER BROS.
AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTION: PARAMOUNT

MINOTAUR
(2006)

CAST: TOM HARDY,
MICHELLE VAN DER WATER,
TONY TODD, INGRID PITT
AND RUTGER HAUER
US DISTRIBUTION: LIONSGATE

MAP & PHOTOS OF ATHENS

“ Athens has always fascinated me.
It had a very distinctive look and energy.
It’s loud, congested, and has an atmosphere
of chaos, even lawlessness at times.
Some people would say it’s ugly,
but I happen to think it incredibly dramatic,
I love the energy of the streets, the noise,
and to me, it feels terribly cinematic.” Jonathan English.

DIAS UNIT: OFFICERS AND MOTORBIKES

ATHENS POLICE BADGES

THE WEAPON: MP5 SUBMACHINE GUN WITH A DOUBLE CLIP

DIAS UNIT

DIAS MOTORBIKE UNIT BADGE

THE HELMET
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PRODUCER -CHRISTOPH HAHNHEISER
THE MAN FROM LONDON, SKYFIGHTERS, HIJACK STORIES
PRODUCER - COSTAS LAMBROPOULOS
BELISSIMA, ULYSSES GAZE, SWING AWAY, LOVESTRUCK
DIRECTOR & WRITER
PRODUCED BY
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
EDITOR
MUSIC
SPECIAL CAR STUNT SUPERVISOR
STUNT CO-‐ORDINATOR
SPECIAL EFFECTS

JONATHAN ENGLISH
CHRISTOPH HAHNHEISER & COSTAS LAMBROPOULOS
ZORAN POPOVIC
LAURENS VAN CHARANTE
MARTIN TODSHAROW
EVANGELOS GRECOS
SLAVISA IVANOVIC
MUHAMED M’BAREK

CINEMATOGRAPHER - ZORAN POPOVIC
STANDOFF, CIRCLE, DARK SUMMER, IRONCLAD: BATTLE FOR BLOOD
EDITOR – LAURENS VAN CHARANTE
THE FIXER, THE LAST HEIST, IRONCLAD:BATTLE FOR BLOOD, SEAL PATROL
SPECIAL CAR STUNT SUPERVISOR – EVANGELOS GRECOS
SPECTRE, AVENGERS: AGE OF ULTRON, THE NOVEMBER MAN, FAST & FURIOUS 6, SKYFALL,
QUANTUM OF SOLACE, BOURNE ULTIMATUM, SAFE HOUSE, HERCULES, FURY, CRIMINAL, JASON BOURNE
STUNT CO-ORDINATOR – SLAVISA IVANOVIC
THE NOVEMBER MAN, 3 DAYS TO KILL, IRONCLAD: BATTLE FOR BLOOD, CAT RUN, DISTRICT 13: ULTIMATUM, UNDERWORLD
SPECIAL EFFECTS – MUHAMED (TOSKE) M’BAREK
THE NOVEMEBR MAN, 3 DAYS TO KILL, IRONCLAD: BATTLE FOR BLOOD, THE RAVEN, DISTRICT 13: ULTIMATUM
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THE TRUE STORY OF
EUROPE’S FASTEST UNIT

